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SIMPLY BECAUSE, you decide how you want to use Qiata: whether via the web browser, 
the free Outlook AddIn or the also free desktop client for Windows and MacOS. You 
work regularly in your home office and on the road? PersonalSpace gives you easy 
access to your files with a personal storage space. No matter where, no matter when.

TRACKABLE BECAUSE, all transfer activities (except PersonalSpace) are logged and thus 
can be traced at any time. Every data movement is recorded securely and reliably. In the 
age of global digitalization, companies‘ network structures are increasingly expanding. As 
a result, the administrative challenge of keeping networks traceable at all times despite 
their growing dimensions is also growing at the same time. With Qiata, this is easier than 
ever.

CUSTOMIZABLE BECAUSE, during file transfers, your corporate design is used 
throughout and an anonymous cloud design is not visible at any time. Through the 
continuous view of your corporate design with your own desired color selection even 
within the application (e.g. mail interface, folder view, etc.) an authentic recognition value 
of your company is guaranteed.

SECURE BECAUSE, all files are encrypted without exception and at all times at 
Qiata. Not only during the transfer, but also during later filing and archiving. Thanks 
to rights management, you are always the deciding authority as to which files may 
be viewed by whom, when and from where.

FLEXIBLE BECAUSE, through the API interface already existing systems such 
as accounting software, ERP solutions and store systems can be connected 
smoothly. Problems with transfers of larger files such as videos and images with 
high resolution? Not with Qiata! Send even larger-than-average file formats to the 
desired recipients. Problem-free, fast and secure.

TEAMABLE BECAUSE, Qiata is not only the ideal solution for internal teamwork 
in a company, but also integrates external team members outside the company 
digitally, easily and securely into the respective processes. You decide at any 
time which team members, whether internal or external, may have access to 
which files. At the same time, with Qiata as a uniform solution, you ensure that all 
communication and data transfer is implemented in an audit-proof and GDPR-
compliant manner.


